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This edition of The Low Exchange is dedicated in loving memory of Alice Hunt Daily in recognition of her tireless contributions to this
Newsletter and for her support and dedication the the Friends of the Andrew Low House, and in grateful appreciation to Jane Lovett
Mayo for making this special edition a reality.

Alice Hunt Daily
A Life Dedicated to the Dames and the
Andrew Low House

It is hard to believe that a year has passed since we lost Alice
Daily. I still look for her car in the Andrew Low House parking
lot and I always expect her to walk into the conference room,
resplendently dressed, ready for another session of researching.
Alice was a dedicated Dame, and she wore her membership as
a badge of honor. Outside of her family, the Georgia Dames
was her mission in life, and she served the organization well
with leadership, resources, and plenty of her time.
Alice’s long-term leadership on the Furnishings Committee
saw the Andrew Low House evolve from a collection of donated
but mismatched items to a serious museum house which
illustrated the lives of those who lived there. Alice knew quite
a bit about fine furniture. She inherited many exceptional
pieces of Philadelphia and Bucks County furniture, but
when the Furnishings Committee began its relationship
with Edward Vason Jones, she learned even more about
early 19th century American antiques. Mr. Jones’ work at the
White House and State Department, collecting exceptional
furnishings to illustrate the best of that period, made him the
perfect advisor for the Andrew Low House.
Alice rose to
the occasion by reading and collecting an impressive library

on American decorative arts. She became quite fluent on
the subject. Working with Mr. Jones the collection grew and
improved in accuracy of time and place.
The next phase of Alice’s work evolved around meeting high
museum standards of interpretation. There was little in the
house related to the Low family, and the time had come to
include that history and to search out any furnishings or
ephemera related to the family. This is the point when Alice
and I became partners in this task. My research into the
Stiles family held many clues, and my connections to Stiles
cousins gave us the opportunity of drawing others into the
project. Starting in the late 1980s we hosted countless visiting
relatives at the Low house, and we dropped every possible
hint about donating Low-Stiles-Mackay furnishings to the
house. The Furnishings Committee even sent me to South
Africa to purchase items from a descendant of Jessie Low.
And the family items began to define the house and tell its
story. Portraits of Andrew and Mary Low, the breakfront
by Joseph Barry, the Mackay dining table, the oil of the
General Oglethorpe by Robert Salmon, Willie Low by J. L.
Palmer, the Bohemian glass set monogrammed “WHS,” the
amethyst set – all achieved by Alice’s follow-ups of notes and
cards. The special relationship she built with Barbara and
Bill Mills illustrated her style. The extensive correspondence
she maintained with them over ten years is catalogued in the
continued on page 2

Notes from our Society President
Since the last edition of the Low
Exchange was published in 2009, it seems
appropriate to give some background on
Friends of Andrew Low House and the
Low Exchange which is the newsletter for
Friends’ members to keep them abreast
of events, current acquisitions and
changes.
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Low Family Papers. I must also point out Alice’s fundraising
ability. Many acquisitions came with high prices, but Alice
would work the phone and buttonhole those Dames who
would make it happen. The formation of the Friends of the
Andrew Low House was one of her ideas. Her velvet pressure
moved mountains.
And it was the Low Family Papers that was Alice’s last big
project. After husband Bill’s death Alice redefined herself
again. She relied on Bill for everything computer, from
emails to word processing. After recalibrating her life Alice
began to study up on word processing and took on the task
of transcribing Jessie Low’s diaries. Jessie’s handwriting is
very difficult, but Alice worked late into many a night typing
out a transcription, finding many clues and facts about
the house and the Lows. She loved the task and collected
further information on the people mentioned, places visited,
and events which occurred. The purchase of the Guthrie
portrait of Mary C. Low came with two new friends. Alan
and Valerie Hunt attended the auction and became Alice’s
email researchers. They loved the task of researching specific
questions about the Lows, and they extended our knowledge
significantly. Alice and I realized we had to organize all of this
new information. This became the nucleus of the Low Family
Papers, an index of over one hundred pages, representing
more than thirty linear feet of documents and information.
There will never be another Dame like Alice Daily. How
fortunate we were to have known her and to learn from her
example. I am delighted that her sideboard, with its relevant
provenance of William Gaston and Mary Savage Anderson,
now resides in the dining room. It will always remind me of
Alice.
Hugh Stiles Golson

many, the following were the founding members of Friends of
Andrew Low House, recognized for their major contributions
to the initial fund:
Mrs. Francis Willson Daily (Alice) of Savannah, to whom
this edition is dedicated as a tribute to her countless
contributions to the Andrew Low House.
Mrs. Daniel Howard Bradley (Judy) of Savannah, Mrs.
Frank Shields Goodman (Carol) of Atlanta, Mrs.
Thomas Harvey Mathis, Jr. (Susan) of Atlanta, Mrs.
Bernard Neeson Neal (Elizabeth) of Rome, Mrs. Harlan
McKinney Starr, Jr. (Nancy) of Rome, Mrs. Pawling
Schryver Steward, (Helen) of Savannah, and Mrs. Hugh
McMaster Tarbutton (Gena) of Macon.
Through the years Friends of Andrew Low House has
contributed many thousands of dollars to the quality and
growth of the GA Society Headquarters. Funds provided
by Friends have purchased items for the collection that the
site budget could not afford, conserved and restored many
objects and paintings and have contributed large amounts to
the gardens which complement our beautiful 19th century
treasure.
Without the origination and support of our Founding Dames
and the many who follow as Friends contributing members,
our GA Society Headquarters would not be the most
acclaimed museum in Savannah and the State of Georgia.
Our collection is second to none. I know that I speak for
every GA Dame when I say how proud we are to honor Alice
in this publication of the Low Exchange.
Joy Daniels Schwartz, President, NSCDA-GA

Andrew Low House Board Updates

President’s Notes continued from page 1

Dear Friends and future Friends,

Friends of Andrew Low House was formed seventeen years
ago with the mission “to support and preserve the Andrew
Low House (circa 1847) and its collection, gardens, grounds,
and environs.” It sprang from a discussion between Mary
Morrison (Mrs. Howard), outgoing State President, and
Helen Steward (Mrs. Pawling S.), incoming State President,
to create a self-sustaining organization dedicated to funding
for the Andrew Low House. Alice Daily was asked to help
establish the purpose, goals and guidelines based on other
museum houses within the NSCDA. Once approved by the
State Board of Governors, solicitation began and, among

As we celebrate the life of Alice Daily and the other founders
of Friends of ALH, it is a reminder of how important your
support is in keeping our historic State Headquarters a
beautiful and prestigious museum, especially as we move
forward toward accreditation by the American Association of
Museums [AAM]. This summer our Core documents were
verified by AAM and we have been accepted as a candidate for
the 2 year accreditation process.
Last year we completed the StePs program, a year long
self-study which covered Governance, Stewardship of our
continued on page 5
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Our Alice
We met Alice late in her life - but oh, how we wish we’d had
the good fortune to have known her many years earlier. From
a tentative and rather formal first contact, there bloomed
a rare and precious friendship. Living in England we never
managed to “cross the pond” and meet personally, although
we came to know Alice as a special friend, and we believe this
feeling was reciprocated.
“Our Alice” as we’d fondly call her - our “night owl” would
type long emails into the early hours of the morning and
send them so they arrived with us around breakfast time. The
arrival of these emails, several times a week, was always eagerly
anticipated.
It was local history, both here and in Savannah, which brought
us together. By chance, after their marriage, some of Andrew
Low’s children lived close by. So followed three years of emails
filled with extraordinary amounts of information which
benefited Alice’s insatiable passion for Andrew Low and the
Andrew Low House, but also filled gaps in our knowledge of
his family life after he moved with his family to England, and
before that in America.

Alice made an excellent long distance pupil. Although she
knew the basics of computing, she would ask us “how do I do
this or that?” or “how do I correct this fault ?” At the time she
was transcribing Jessie Low’s diaries - another of her passions.
We would provide her with simple but detailed instructions
on how to perform various computer tasks and to her great
credit she usually got it right. Teaching someone to carry out
these computer functions by email was quite a challenge, but
how I wish we could have stood at her shoulder and instructed
her personally.
One of our fondest memories of Alice will be her enormous
pleasure when the oil portrait of Mary Cowper Stiles was
purchased here in England and returned to Savannah.
Our lasting regret is that she cannot see Prince George and his
sister Princess Charlotte as they grow up. We know she loved
them dearly. When we see a beautiful new photo of them we
say “ Alice would have liked to see this” - but then again,
perhaps she really can.
Alan and Val Hunt, Nottinghamshire U.K

Alice’s memory was prodigious and she was generous to a fault
with her steady supply of information, not only to us but to
those with a genuine interest in the Low family -- or example,
the Katherine Low Settlement House in London. After
her death, Katie’s friends set up a benevolent fund in 1924
and then purchased a meeting house for the use of the less
fortunate. This was in keeping with
Katie‘s philanthropic work during
her lifetime. The building still bears
her name and carries a blue plaque
to commemorate her life and work.
Today it is a multi-purpose charity.
Over time as we got to know each other better Alice would
make us smile with more personal stories, such as her
encounters with racoons who destroyed or made off with
her bird feeders. Also she would tell us of the exploits of her
adopted cat ‘Radar,’ or was it ‘Radar’ who adopted Alice?
Stories and pictures of her much loved family made us feel
even closer.
We know we took Alice by surprise one Christmas day
by making an unannounced phone call to her. We can’t
remember much of that conversation but we recall her first
words were “oh my, oh my !”
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A Tour of Alice’s Andrew Low House Contributions
From the very beginning of the transition of the Dames Club
House into the elegant Andrew Low Museum House Mrs.
Francis Willson Daily (Alice) has been a major driving force.
Her love and devotion can be witnessed time and time again
as you wander from room to room.
As you enter the library your attention is drawn to the mantle.
There you will find a French portico clock (1830). The lovely
eight day clock with the sweet chimes was a gift from Alice in
memory of her husband, Dr. Francis Willson Dailey.
Passing through the back hall, the butler pantry door is faux
painted to give the appearance of mahogany, again a gift from
Alice.
Standing in the dining room along the right wall is an 1815
New York mahogany sideboard which the Dailys purchased
from Skeeter McNairy, and it is believed to have belonged to
William Gaston. This piece was bequeathed to the Andrew
Low House by Alice. The 1825 Federal pier mirror on the
west wall was a gift in honor of Alice by Ronald Kane.
Crossing the hall and entering the parlors you might find the
rooms decorated for a Victorian Christmas. The feather tree
and Dobbin, an 1850 rocking horse, are both gifts from Alice,
both of which belonged to Alice’s family.
Climbing the stairs to the bedroom floor you find another
pier mirror. It is an 1815 American classical mirror, another
gift in honor of Alice by Ronald Kane.
In the Lee bedroom placed near the north window you will
find the Octavus Cohen chair. Octavus Cohen was a cotton
broker and neighbor of Andrew Low. Alice spotted the chair
in a McInnis Auction advertisement in Maine Antiques and
was instrumental in the acquisition of the chair.
In the bathing room stands a mid-nineteenth century
mahogany towel rack, the towel rack, a gift from Alice, was
part of her mother’s estate.
On the dressing table in the Low bedroom, a pair of elbow
white lace kid gloves can be found. These gloves belonged to
Alice Evans Lincoln (Mrs. James Boone Lincoln) 1865-1959,
Alice Daily’s grandmother.
We are fortunate that we had someone with Alice’s knowledge
and eye for detail guiding the interpretation of the Andrew
Low House for so many years. Her legacy will live on for years
to come. In the future we will ask ourselves “WWAS,” What
Would Alice Say?
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Restoration of Chandeliers
In 1936 the Georgia Colonial Dames purchased a pair of
lead crystal chandeliers from Judge Cann. The chandeliers
had hung in his house at 20 West Gaston Street, which was
designed by the same John Norris that built the Andrew Low
House. The beautiful
pair of Bristol lead crystal
chandeliers, each with
12 branches interspersed
with steeple topped
branches, crystal swags
and prisms, have been
providing light for our
two parlors ever since.
After years of service the 1850 chandeliers were found to be
in serious need of repair and restoration. On May 14 and
15, 2016, the chandeliers were taken down piece by piece,
and each piece was individually wrapped for shipment by
Wink Montague of Lighting Inc., assisted by James Gibbons
Jr., of the Andrew Low
House. The chandeliers
were replaced by two
lovely new chandeliers of
the same design. Mrs.
James L. Pannell (Karen)
graciously supplied the
temporary chandeliers.
The chandeliers will be
cleaned, rewired, branches repaired and missing bobeches
replaced. This project is expected to take a year to complete.
This restoration and renovation of our beautiful 1850 Bristol
lead crystal chandeliers is being underwritten by the Friends
of the Andrew Low House. This project is just one of many
projects that has been made possible through the generous
support of the members of Friends of Andrew Low House.

This edition of The Low Exchange would not have
been possible without the generosity of so many, the
vision of Jane Mayo and Helen Steward, the meticulous
research of Hugh Golson, the contributions of our
Friends from England, Val and Allan Hunt and the
hard work of Betsy Blalock, Kate Greene and our
editor-in-chief, Emily Belford. Many thanks to them
for their guidance and hard work! Their interest in
honoring Alice Daily is a testament to Alice’s great
influence on the Andrew Low House during her
many years of service to the Colonial Dames
This edition of The Low Exchange will be the only
communication regarding 2016-2017 membership
in Friends’. We encourage you to become a Friend
and give generously to support, maintain and improve
our very special house. Our gifts will ensure that the
Andrew Low House will remain beautiful, important
and proud for years to come. Led by the Furnishings
Committee and the Andrew Low House Committee,
we will soon embark on our next project to enhance
the dining room.
Please join Friends at your most comfortable level.
The categories of membership are listed on the back
cover along with a membership form. The lively and
fun annual Friends celebration is available to all who
join at the Supporting Level and above. This year the
party will be Wednesday, November 9 during the
State Board meeting in Savannah. We have a special
treat for all attendees this year. Louise Howard
and Hugh Golson have discovered some significant
documents that will be on display. You will not want
to miss them! We hope to see you at the party!
Nita Ann Klein, Chair and Connie Darbyshire, CoChair, Friends of the Andrew Low House

Board Updates continued

historic house, gardens, and collections, as well as Education,
Management and our Mission. This accomplishment will help
us as we assess our progress toward meeting AAM standards.
Meanwhile our visitation at the Andrew Low House has
increased. The evening tours have brought us an additional
27,000 visitors since December, which includes those who
return for a longer tour in the daytime. The number of
Girl Scout visits has also increased. Of course, this means
challenges in maintaining our house as the gem that it is.

Many thanks for your recent support which has enabled us to
have the chandeliers restored to their earlier glory. I hope you
will please join us in our historic preservation efforts, one of
the three main goals of NSCDA.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Moore
Chairman of the Andrew Low House Board
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Annual Membership Categories
• Andrew Low Society - $5,000
Lifetime membership in the Friends plus all subsequent benefits.
• Sustaining - $1,000 - $4,999
Curator Tour of the Andrew Low House for 8-10 people plus all
subsequent benefits.
• Contributor - $500 - $999
Includes a $100 contribution to the Furnishings Committee of
the ALH plus all subsequent benefits.
• Sponsor - $150 - $499
Reciprocal membership discounts and privileges at more than
1700 museums throughout the United States and Canada
through the North American Reciprocal Museum Association.
Includes a $50 contribution to the Furnishings Committee of the
ALH plus all subsequent benefits.
• Supporting- $100 - $150
Invitation to “Friends” sponsored social and educational events
plus all subsequent benefits.
• Individual - $50 - $99
Supports and preserves the Andrew Low House, c. 1847, its
collection and gardens. Free admission, 10% discount on shop
purchases, and guest passes.
• Student (under 25) - $25
Free Admission.
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